


 
 
 
 
 
 

FIND YOUR CARROT: Stop Running, Start Chasing 

 

Chapter 1: Carrot vs. Stick 

“Be a first-rate version of yourself, not a second-rate version of someone else.” – Judy Garland 

Are you running from the stick or chasing the carrot? You could spend most of your life looking 

back at whatever doom you think awaits or you could salivate over your goals as you chase them 

and enjoy how catching and owning them makes you feel. Looking back doesn’t mean you can’t 

be successful it’s just a lot harder to see what’s ahead of you. Keep your eyes on the prize up 

ahead. Why? Because impending doom is usually a straight lie, not to mention exhausting to try 

and outrun, so you’re better off spending your energy chasing what you want and grinding until 

you own it. Savagely.  

Want to be famous? So does everybody. 

Everyone wants to be famous. Period. Even that shy person who doesn’t even like people, wants 

to be famous. That’s not a crime, the problem is that most people go about it the wrong way. 

They spread their net too wide going for popular, visible things because that haven’t stopped to 

ask themselves what they can really offer the world. It’s not what you can get it’s what you can 

give while chasing your true heart’s desires. The price for taking up space on this planet is doing 

something only you were meant to do and helping others in the process. It sounds corny but it’s 

really that simple. What do you have to offer the world? The world does not revolve around you 
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and is not going to line up events to suit you. It’s about the partnership between you and your 

contribution to the world. Your personal journey starts the minute you are born with the gifts 

you’ve been given, the environment you’re in, and the desires deep within you. Your job is to 

figure out that path and start on it as soon as possible. Some people find it early, others find it 

much later in life. The beauty of it is that everything you actually want is on that path, you just 

have to make the decisions to get and keep yourself there. Looking behind you? For what? When 

it’s your own path you have home turf advantage. What could possibly catch up to you and stop 

you? 

Dig deep first 

The recurrent theme throughout this book is that you need to get to the bottom in order to get to 

the top. Nobody gets to skip steps or take shortcuts to make a lasting impression in the world. 

Gimmicks and quick fixes don’t work. I’m sure no one intends to be a flash in the pan but gets 

sidetracked by distractions that don’t serve who they really are. How many music artists are 

nowhere to be found after having a major hit one summer? The record company doesn’t care, 

they got millions of dollars out of them and there are enough wannabe artists primed to be the 

next “big hit.” The music industry is a good example of vast numbers of extremely talented 

hopefuls literally churning out productions that don’t last. This is probably not what the singer 

intended but somewhere along the way they got were misguided and their plan to have the 

staying power of Rhianna evaporated. This is why you’ve need to find your rock first, and then 

you can build around that. The first and most important step is to figure out what you do best. 

This is why you are here. Use your gifts as much as possible because this is your currency! Don’t 

try and be something you’re not. It sounds cliché but the sheer number of people moping through 

some other version of themselves is sad. Life is not about living someone else’s idea of you. It’s 
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about collaborating with the Universe and using the opportunities given you to create your story. 

What do you want to show for your time here on earth? Enough sappiness, toughen up because it 

will not be easy. Put on your big boy or big girl pants. Challenges and difficulties will get in your 

way. This is where you’ve got to decide that who you are is more powerful than all that fear or 

frustration or anger.  

Using COVID-19 

The tragedy of the Corona virus global pandemic is the way it has been politicized and made an 

already divisive nation even more so. Innocent people are dying because of mistreatment of 

information, and a government that didn’t act soon enough to prevent an outbreak. As usual poor 

people, people of color, women, and older persons are the ones most suffering. These types of 

extremes slide the scale further making the playing field even more lopsided for marginalized 

people. I don’t think it’s a coincidence that the resurgence in the civil rights movement, eerily 

coinciding with the death of Civil Rights Icon and House Representative John Lewis, is 

experiencing a parallel swell with the virus. People have had enough and aren’t going to sit back 

and let people be mistreated and killed for no real reason. Add to that pandemic related job losses 

and economic fears and the scene is ripe for uprising. 

Use this time for an uprising in yourself. You no longer need to answer to dubious outside 

forces. Reject the status quo. Maybe you had been following a mundane life before now. Maybe 

you just couldn’t imagine a unique and different future? Now is the time! You don’t have to act 

out other people’s roles. Use this time to be introspective, go inward, not to wonder what you did 

wrong but to realize what you almost always do right. Your talents are not going to abandon you 

but they are latent until you wake them up. Everyone’s got something. What do you want to use 

that for? Now what do you want to chase? Some sharks die if they are not swimming. They 
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literally drown. Are you going through the motions, outrunning failure, or are you chasing down 

that next thing? Because floating is akin to drowning so start hunting your next meal.   

Don’t fear failure 

Predators have roughly 10% success rate for hunts. That means 90% percent of the time their 

pursuits fail. 90 percent! Are you ready for that? Failure is great because it means a) you tried 

and b) you learned. Now you have the data to inform your next pursuit. Follow the 3F rule: Fail 

Forward Fast. Since failure is inevitable, accept it, use it to propel yourself forward into your 

next endeavor rather than backwards, and move quickly to the next thing, don’t wallow. Do you 

have the stomach for failing 90% of the time? Most people don’t so they choose the safe, fearful 

bet. The road more travelled. I’m here to tell you that will work for a status quo life but that’s not 

getting you the good stuff. Status quo is great if that’s what you want. If not…. Buckle up and 

read. 
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Chapter 2: Find your currency 

What good is a puzzle if all the pieces are square? 

What unique skill, talent, or ability comes naturally that you do nearly every day without 

thinking? What do you do well with barely a thought? Walking on your hands? Writing stories? 

Drawing? Taking care of animals? Your currency will help you get everything from relationship 

partners to meaningful work. Ideally, your talent is something a lot of people need or want and 

are willing to pay you for. If you’re really lucky you also have the opportunity to fully chase 

your specialty. For many sports stars and political figures, the planets seemed to have lined up 

for them putting them in the right place at the right time with a team supporting their every 

move. They had to work hard to execute, as we’ll get into later, but it almost seems as though 

their success was pre-ordained. There are not a lot of winter skiers from Africa, for example, and 

Tiger Woods probably would not be a professional golfer if he grew up in Colorado instead of 

California. There has never been a professional golfer from Israel, for example, because there is 
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just one full golf course in the entire country with 16 more in planning stages. In comparison 

there are 19 full golf courses in Los Angeles County alone.   For this reason, the Jamaican 

Bobsled team was such a standout when they first competed in the 1988 Calgary Winter 

Olympics, because Jamaica has a tropical climate and the team had to find a way to train without 

ice and snow. Their story was so unique in inspired the 1993 movie Cool Runnings. 

What is your rock? 

If you’re lucky the circumstances of your birth line up with the desires of your heart. Something 

as simple as not having to move across the country, unless you want to, is a blessing. It is the 

lucky person who can flat out pursue what they want without upending their life in the process. 

For now, it just helps to picture your rock, the absolute truth of who you are and what you do 

special. Find this rock and stand on it. Defend it. In your heart of hearts, you know what it is. 

Don’t let anyone change it. From there you can build. Without that foundation any “house” you 

build will collapse when a real crisis hits. 

This chapter is the toughest one in the entire book. It’s tough because you may be faced with 

limitations you didn’t realize existed or because what you really enjoy and are naturally good at 

just isn’t in the cards. That’s okay, you can still more forward. You may have to get creative and 

“job craft” a little or maybe you sacrifice some extra sleep or free time on the weekends so you 

can begin your heart’s work as a side passion. Or you maybe already in the midst of chasing your 

dreams a feel as though you’re in a rut. You might need to specialize even more to move past 

that point. Before moving forward spend some honest time alone and without distractions 

figuring out what you bring to the table that is different from everyone else. Why are you on this 

planet? If we assume there is a God, I am pretty sure she didn’t mean for you to only take up 

space. Therefore, you’ve got to, 1. figure out why you’re here, and 2. what you want. 
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Add value 

I can’t emphasize this enough because if you don’t provide a unique value proposition, you’re 

likely to be stuck singing backup for those who can. While I don’t mean to slam the music 

industry, the example of recording artists in the previous chapter should really hit home. Easily 

marketed, cookie cutter singers are a dime a dozen. However, the world is not a factory and 

people are not widgets. What good is a puzzle if all the pieces are square? The key is being 

different, and doing it in your own way, because you need to add value to whatever situations 

you are in. The more value you add the more your personal currency will be able to buy for you. 

I personally think CEO salaries are much higher than is fair but that goes to show how much 

more value the company believes they add than the average worker, even by reputation alone. 

You may already know what your currency is, and if you do then you are SO LUCKY and 

should rejoice that you are halfway there. People wander through life going through the motions 

of what they think they’re supposed to be doing more often than not. I shudder to think the 

number of great people who were not true to themselves.  

You may know the answer and not want to admit it to yourself, in which case your journey at 

this point is about acceptance. If you accept yourself but fear your family and friends will not 

accept the “true you” then your journey at this point is about trusting that they will love and 

support you in the end even if they don’t understand your perspective at first. Remember, this 

isn’t punishment. It’s not like being who you are is like doing something wrong and you have to 

admit it and face the consequences. It’s far worse to lie about who you really are to yourself and 

others and have things fall apart further down the road, sometimes much further, when there is 

far more at stake for you and everyone involved. If you need to have a tough conversation your 

best bet is to just rip the band aid off and face it as soon as possible. The people around you 
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might have different expectations for your life but chances are high that they are not idiots and 

already have some clue where your heart lies. Chances are also very high that they love and want 

the best for you. If you need some help finding your personal currency, here are some clues:  

Others notice it. Sometimes objective, unsolicited input can hit the nail right on the head. The 

key is unsolicited because people are rarely 100% transparent when you directly ask them for an 

opinion. For example, I was at a dinner party with family and friends many of whom I had not 

seen in years including a graduating college senior who had pursued her degree in the U.S. and 

overseas. During a casual dinner conversation, she turned to me and said “Wow, you ARE a 

good teacher because you get people to see different perspectives!” I knew I had a knack for this 

but even after many years of teaching I hadn’t considered it quite that way and was also 

surprised that it was noticeable outside of the classroom. Had I asked her to rate my 

conversational skills she may not have been so enthusiastic and honest. The point is, you can go 

right to the bank with that kind of unsolicited advice. So, pay attention when someone notices a 

gift you have, particularly someone you don’t see regularly, because chances are you take it for 

granted or don’t even realize it anymore. 

It looks like the harder path. To quote the Author and M.D. M. Scott Peck, it’s the road less 

travelled. Your voyage to becoming the best version of yourself will be laden with both real and 

fake problems but also with self-doubt, fear, and pressure from people who won’t appreciate you 

or your special gifts.1 You have to guard against this. Aside from your immediate family, no one 

is going to appreciate you very much at all. People will waste your time, gifts, money, etc., to 

serve their own needs. While finding and nurturing yourself stay away from these people, 

 
1 That being said, don’t only surround yourself with “gassers” who are always super positive. You need people who 
will bring you down a peg or two when you need it. Just pick your posse thoughtfully. 
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especially the pesky, needy takers who talk a lot but never seem to have much to offer. Every 

person who is shining in their own light has ruffled some feathers along the way. Get used to 

that. You’re going to have your hands full trying not to get in your own damn way. Your true 

path probably looks steeper, longer and untraversable. Maybe you can see the prize at the end, 

three, five, seven years down the line, but tomorrow seems impossible. Embrace that. 

It comes naturally. Something you do every day, without a second thought, is probably related 

to your currency. Ever been told you have a knack for something that you didn’t even realize? Or 

maybe you do know that you’re the one who can do something better than most already. If so, 

take the hint, already, it’s hilarious how many people have to get hit upside the head with their 

true calling before they see it. 

I always wanted to be a ballerina. I stopped in my teens because my body type was not perfect 

(short and curvy) and I didn’t have support from instructors and mentors above me. In retrospect 

I could have worked a lot harder and made it happen. That doesn’t mean I would have chosen 

that path, however, as most ballerinas retire at an age younger than I am now, and frankly I really 

love to eat sweets. I really like to use my brain as a scientist too. Maybe I could have done ballet 

first and then returned to school for a Ph.D. But there are no guarantees of life, health, 

circumstances or money, so if you have multiple passions that you’re good at, be careful to 

choose the right one for the right reasons. Struggling with how to do something is normal. But 

make sure it’s how you’re struggling with and not why.   

  


